Canvas Tests & Quizzes

The Learning Innovations Team
Zoom Housekeeping

• **For questions**: use Chat or unmute your Microphone.
• **For nonverbal feedback**: Select Participants and use the icons at the bottom of the window.
• **Slides and Survey**: Provided via a link in the chat near the end of the presentation.
Today’s Objectives

• Create and publish a test in Canvas
• Locate and implement different settings
• Moderate and grade a test
Tech Time

• Creating a test
  – Quizzes vs. Surveys
• Preview and Publishing a test
• Settings and Test Exceptions/Extensions
• Student view of the test
• Taking a test as a student
• Viewing test attempts as an instructor
• Grading and feedback test attempts
• Quiz Statistics
Resources

• Canvas – Quiz Types

• Canvas – What are Quizzes

• Canvas – Quiz Options

• Canvas – Creating Question Banks

• Canvas – How to Publish and Moderate Quiz page
Resources, Cont’d.

• Canvas – Speedgrader

• Canvas – How to Copy Quiz to another Course

• Canvas – How to link course content to a Quiz Question

• Canvas – Student Guide: How to take a quiz
Thanks for attending!

Let’s explore the possibilities together!

aoi.li@wsu.edu
li.wsu.edu

How did we do?

https://tinyurl.com/WSU-AOI-EventSurvey